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Welcome to the Wilderness Lighting difference
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We lead while  
others follow.

The unbeatable toughness and  
durability of our lights means 
they are ideally suited for the 
most extreme conditions such  
as Agriculture, Mining, Forestry, 
Marine and Extreme off road  
motorsport. Whatever application 
our lights are used for they will 
not let you down. The incredible  
levels of illumination from even 
the smallest of lights far  
exceeds the ageing HID and  
Halogen counterparts and the 
cheaper, poor quality LEDs that 
we all see advertised on auction 
sites. To put it in perspective one 
of our small Compact 4 lights  
produce 3200 Lumens of light 
while consuming 2.8 amps of 
power. Compare these figures to 
a standard 55 watt halogen  
light found on many vehicles 
which produce only 900 lumens 
of light while drawing a massive  
5 amps of power. Our build and  
robustness far outclasses most 
of our competitors. Very few 
lights out in the market today 
have water and dust ingress  
rating of both IP68 & IP69K 
which is the highest standard 
available combined with class 

Using class leading  
technology, Wilderness 
Lighting supply some of 
the highest quality and 
brightest LED lighting 

available on the market 
today for both on and  

off road use. 

We are at the forefront 
of LED design and are  

always striving to  
improve our lights to  
ensure we stay on the  

cutting edge of the  
latest LED technology.
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leading Grade A CREE & OSLON 
LED chips. We were the first  
supplier to offer a 3 and 5 year 
‘no quibble’ guarantee due to 
our undying belief in having the 
toughest quality product in  
the market.
 
Our lights have proven  
themselves in the toughest 
race on the planet in the Dakar 
2016, The epic extreme overland 
race in South America, that  
requires the drivers and cars to 
deal with the heat of over +40°C 
in deserts and down to -10°C 
when going over the Andes. 
Dealing with the dust and Fesh 
Fesh of Bolivia and spray from 
a soaked salt lake bed after an 
unexpected storm, our lights 
were chosen by one of the top 
teams and placed on front of  
an Overland racing Toyota  
Hilux. During the two weeks of  
racing the race car was involved 
in no less than 4 major  
incidents which required the 
front end of the car to be  
completely rebuilt. The lights 
never needed to be changed.
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Our Compact range consists of the small Compact 1 spot light which 
makes an ideal addition to the front of any motorbike to the larger  
Compact 2 and Compact 2+ lights which have a choice of 3 beam patterns. 
The work horse in our Compact range is the Compact 4 and 6 lights  
which have a choice of 5 beam patterns for most lighting requirements.  
this light is very popular with Agricultural and Forestry manufacturers. 
The latest edition to the Compact range is the Compact 8 with side  
emitting LEDs and a choice of front facing beam patterns.

COMPACT RANGE

Our range of SOLO single row 
lights come in an array of sizes 
from 6” to 50” meaning their  
lean sleek profile would look  
at home on the roof of any 4x4 
or machine especially when space 
might be an issue for fitting.  
The 10” and 20” lights are  
also available fully E marked  
for road use.

SOLO

Our range of DUPLEX double 
row lights are the ultimate in LED 
lighting with sizes from 6” to 50” 
and a choice of 3 light output 
levels. These lights will really 
transform night to day giving the 
ultimate in illumination. The 10” 
and 20” DUPLEX 5 lights are  
also available fully E marked  
for road use.

DUPLEX
Our range of CURVE double row 
lights are based on our very  
popular DUPLEX lights and have 
been designed with a gentle arc  
to the aluminium housing to  
increase the light spread.  
They share all the same qualities 
and features as the DUPLEX  
range and come with a choice of  
2 light output levels.

The latest edition is the  
Wilderness Hazard range  
– both the Hazard 3 & Hazard 6 
are ultra slim surface mounted 
amber LED warning lights with 
a choice of 18 flash patterns. 
The larger Hazard 360 is a high 
intensity magnetic roof top light 
bar. Be safe and be seen with  
Wilderness Hazard.

CURVE

Our MULTI light is a small yet 
powerful unit which produces  
a wide 120 degree light pattern.  
The tough alloy surround and 
rubber mounting base allow the 
light to be fitted pretty much  
anywhere on a vehicle. Available 
in a choice of 5 LED colours.

Our new range of 5” Oval lights 
come with a choice of diffused or 
spot beam patterns. Their sleek 
rounded profile make them ideal 
for the curved or rounded cabs 
found on many modern machines 
and vehicles.

MULTI
Our range of ORB lights consists 
of the 7” Mini ORB and the larger 
8” ORB fitted with built in Daytime 
running lights. Both lights come 
with heavy duty mounting brackets 
complete with security nuts to  
prevent any unauthorised removal.

ORB

Our QUAD light packs a real 
punch in terms of lighting, the 
7.5” light has an impressive 4 
rows of LEDs in the tough alloy 
housing and comes with a heavy 
duty mounting bracket complete 
with security nuts to prevent  
any unauthorised removal.

QUAD
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MEET THE WILDERNESS LIGHTING RANGE...
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Our hybrid reflectors give 94% Optical reflector efficiency to produce a choice of beam patterns for every  
application or individual requirement. Practically all LED fixtures measure light output in lumens at the source  

which is the LED itself. Projecting the light from the LED in the most efficient way ensures the maximum  
amount of light is emitted from the LED and projected forward exactly where you want it.

Spot Light beam pattern produces a long 
narrow beam, ideal when illumination is  
required in a tight pattern – COMPACT,  
COMPACT 1, COMPACT 2, COMPACT 2+, 
COMPACT 8, ORB, OVAL & SOLO  
‘E’MARK ranges.

Flood Light beam pattern produces 
a much wider spread of light with 
less distance than the spot beam  
– COMPACT, COMPACT 2,  
COMPACT 2+, COMPACT 8  
& ORB ranges.

Diffused beam pattern lights have a 
flood reflector fitted with a diffusion 
lens to create a 60 degree spread of 
light – ideal area lighting when distance 
is not needed – COMPACT and OVAL 
ranges.

Driving edition beam pattern is 
wider than the Spot & Flood light 
beam with distance slightly shorter 
than Spots – COMPACT & SOLO 
ranges.

Scene light beam pattern 
produces a wide 120° 
spread of light giving a 
more even spread of light 
in a concentrated area 
– COMPACT, COMPACT 2, 
COMPACT 2+ and SCENE 
ranges.

Combination beam pattern lights benefit from having 
both Spot & Flood reflectors fitted, typically 30% of 
LEDs have flood beam reflectors with the remaining 
70% fitted with Spot beam reflectors - ORB, SOLO, 
DUPLEX, CURVE & QUAD ranges.

SPOT - 10°

DRIVING SCENE - 120°DIFFUSED 60°

FLOOD - 20° COMBINATION

TYPICAL BEAM PATTERNS
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Custom Colour housing 

As well as the standard  
coloured housings we can also 
offer a custom colour service 
that enables you to have any  
colour of housing your heart  
or head desires therefore  
you can have the lights colour 
matched to the vehicle or  
company branding.

Grade A LEDs 

We only use Grade A LED 
Chips from the top 2 names in 
the business, OSLON & CREE. 
These are the brightest and 
most robust chips you can 
get and not your cheaper 
poor quality grade C, D or 
E chips. These LEDs put out 
more light than lower-class 
LEDs even with the same  
rating so they don’t have to 
work as hard – so they last 
longer.

9-36 Volt 
All our lights run on a  
voltage range from 9 – 36 
Volts DC input which means 
they can be fitted to virtually 
any kind of transport or plant 
whether on land or water, 
even underground and  
underwater!

3/5 Year Guarantee
All our lights come with an 
industry leading 3 year ‘no 
quibble’ guarantee, while the  
Compact range come with an 
impressive 5 year guarantee 
– they break we replace them 
and you get a new guarantee.

Hybrid Reflectors
94% Optical reflector  
efficiency gives a choice of 
beam patterns for every  
requirement – Spot, flood, 
driving, Scene and  
Combination (flood and  
spot together).

‘E’ Mark Certification
Our 10” and 20” SOLO and 
DUPLEX 5 lights now come with 
the option of being fully ECE 
Approved for Road use, this 
allows the lights to be wired 
directly to your main beam while 
staying on the right side of the 
law. All other lights should be 
used off road or used with an 
isolating switch when used on 
the road to protect other road 
users. Our lights are also  
ECE Approved with regard to 
Electromagnetic Compatibility 
(ECE R10).

Plug & Play 

All of our lights come with the 
industry standard water proof 
Deutsch connectors to ensure 
an easy & safe installation. 
Most of the larger lights also 
come with a full wiring harness 
including switch, power surge 
protection, relay and ring  
battery connections. The loom 
can be used to run the lights  
in a matter of seconds on a  
temporary basis or the  
components can be used on 
existing vehicle wiring for a 
permanent fix.

Dual Colour Lights 
Our DUPLEX 5 and CURVE 5 
range of lights can benefit 
from having a twin circuit  
fitted, the only manufacturer 
to offer this function that 
allows you to have 2 rows 
of different colour LEDs in 
the same light both switched 
independently for varying 
conditions i.e 1 row of white 
LEDs and 1 row of amber 
LEDs.

Unbreakable Lens 

All our lights come with  
a 3mm GE Lexan lens which  
is 300 times harder than 
normal glass, optically 
transparent despite  
being unbreakable and  
scratch-resistant.

Black/Marine White 
housing 

All lights have a weather-
resistant and waterproof  
aluminium housing coated  
with  UV-resistant paint which 
prevents chipping and fading 
for a lasting finish.

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

DUAL 

COLOUR 

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

CASING

COLOUR

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

LEDs
A
GRADE

The unbeatable toughness and durability of our lights combined with  
the exceptional light output really puts them into a class of their  
own with each light benefitting from the following key features:

KEY FEATURES
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certified 

E

CUSTOM

LEDs

Custom LED Colours
White LEDs come as standard  
with the option of Amber LEDs  
for superior lighting in Fog,  
snow and dusty conditions.  
Amber LEDs can also be  
incorporated with flasher units  
for the ultimate in hazard  
warning. We also supply our  
lights with Green, Red or Blue  
LEDs for more specialist working 
conditions such as crop spraying  
or forklift truck hazard warning.

IP69K & IP68
Most of our lights come with a  
water and dust ingress rating of  
IP68 which means the lights are  
fully protected from dust and  
water and can be fully submersed  
in water over 1m. Most of our  
lights also come with a market  
leading water and dust ingress  
rating of IP69K meaning you can  
actually wash the lights with a  
high pressure spray to 90 degrees  
- this rating is the highest level  
achievable and usually found  
within the food industry for  
sterilising products.



CUSTOM 
COLOURS

KEY FEATURES
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CUSTOM

LEDs

military grade breather

stainless steel fixings

Oversize cooling fins  
keep LEDs running cooler, 
brighter and longer

Efficient LED driver 
circuitry enables 97% 
of the power to go  
directly to the LEDs ece r10 emc

316 stainless 
screws for every 
1.5 inch of surface 
area to ensure a 
tight seal

oversized cooling fins

WATERPROOF
IP69K

LEDs
A
GRADE

9-36V

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

CASING

COLOUR

certified 

E

PLUG&PLAY

DUAL 

COLOUR 

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

5
YEAR

WARRANTY



COMPACT 
LED LIGHTS
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COMPACT 1

50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  5 year warranty

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

5
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP68

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

SPOT

AVAILABLE BEAM PATTERNS

CASING

COLOUR

certified 

E

Our Compact 1 LED Spot Light belongs to our range of  
small LED working lights. This 2” light has 1 x10 watt  
CREE LED fitted in a smooth round reflector to produce  
a 10 degree spot beam pattern. An ideal light when  
distance illumination is required rather than the wider  
flood beam. The low energy consumption technology means  

they consume less and an amp  
of power but produce around  
800 lumens of light.
 
Due to the small size of these 
lights it makes them ideal for  
fitment where space is limited  
such as the front of motor  
bikes. Due to this they also  
come without a deutsch  
connector making them easier  
to wire in a confined space  
(These connectors can be  
supplied if required).  
Mounting bracket and hard  
ware also included ready  
for installation.
 

Compact 1 Lighting 
 Spot
Part Number - black WDD0049

Number of LEDs 1

Wattage / Power 10w

LED Type Cree White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 800LM

Beam Pattern Flood

DIMENSIONS
• height: 56mm 
• height (inc.bracket): 81mm
• width: 56mm
• depth: 69mm



COMPACT 
LED LIGHTS

COMPACT 2

50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  5 year warranty

Flexible Mounting  
with a rotation  
angle of more  
than 90°

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Deutsch Connectors 
included.
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LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

5
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

Compact 2 Lighting 
 Flood Spot Scene
Part Number - black WDD0043 WDD0044 WDD0047

Number of LEDs 2 2 2

Wattage / Power 20w 20w 20w

LED Type Cree White Cree White Cree White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 1600LM @ 1.6A 1600LM @ 1.6A 1600LM @ 1.6A

Beam Pattern & Distance Flood @ 284M Spot @ 416M Scene @ 25M

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications 

Our Compact 2 lights have all the attributes 
of its big brother the COMPACT 4, however 
they are only half its size. Fitted with 2 x10w 
CREE LEDs and producing 1600 lumens, they 
come with a choice of either flood, spot or 
scene reflective beam patterns. This small 
light unit certainly packs a punch when it 

comes to lumen output. Very versatile 
due to its small size means it can 

be fitted virtually anywhere, 
while its flexible mounting 
bracket gives 90 degree’s of  
fitment. Ideal reverse light  
or mounting in a grille or  
smaller apertures when discreet 
illumination is required.  

Fully ECE Approved to ECE  
R10 Standard.

Also available as a flush mount  
option.

SPOTFLOOD

AVAILABLE BEAM PATTERNS

SCENE

CASING

COLOUR

flush  
mount
option

certified 

E



COMPACT 
LED LIGHTS
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50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  5 year warranty

Flexible Mounting  
with a rotation  
angle of more  
than 90°

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Deutsch Connectors 
included. 

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

5
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

Compact 2+ Lighting 
 Flood Spot Scene
Part Number - black WDD0045 WDD0046 WDD0048

Number of LEDs 4 4 4

Wattage / Power 20w 20w 40w

LED Type Cree White Cree White Cree White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 2200LM @ 1.8A 2200LM @ 1.8A 2800LM @ 2.8A

Beam Pattern & Distance Flood @ 426M Spot @ 615M Scene @ 25M

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications

Our Wilderness Compact 2+ has all the  
attributes from its smaller brother the  
Compact 2, however it comes with 2 extra 
LEDs. Fitted with 4 x 5w CREE LEDs and  
producing 2200 Lumens, they come with a 
choice of a flood, spot or scene reflective 
beam pattern. The Compact 2+ scene light is 
fitted with larger 10w chips to produce an  
impressive 2800 lumens in a very close area.  
This small light unit certainly punches above 
its weight when it comes to lumen output.  
Very versatile due to its very small size  

means it can be fitted  
virtually anywhere while 
its flexible mounting 
bracket gives 90 degree’s 
of fitment. Ideal work or 
driving light when fitted 
on smaller machines  
when space is a premium. 
Fully ECE Approved to  
ECE R10 Standard.

COMPACT 2 +

CASING

COLOUR

SPOTFLOOD

AVAILABLE BEAM PATTERNS

SCENE

scene 
reflector
option

certified 

E
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COMPACT 
LED LIGHTS

Our Compact 4 and 6 lights are all astutely engineered small yet 
very powerful. Their small nature and high lumen output combined 
with their robustness makes them ideal work lights on plant or 
machinery or as additional driving lights. The Compact 4 models 
are all fitted with 4 x10w CREE LEDs producing 3200 Lumens and 
come with a choice of ‘flood’ and ‘spot’ reflective beam patterns 
for distance illumination, also available is the diffused lens option 
or scene  option which are ideal close work or reverse lights for 
distances up to 25m. Our Compact 6 model comes with 6 x 5w CREE 
LEDs producing 2800 lumens and has a ‘driving’ reflector  
beam pattern. Fully ECE Approved to ECE R10 Standard.

COMPACT 4

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Plug & Play wiring  
harness with switch  
and surge protection.

COMPACT 4

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

5
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  5 year warranty

CUSTOM

LEDs

certified 

E

CASING

COLOUR
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COMPACT 4 COMPACT 4
flood spot

The flood light has 4 x 10w LEDs fitted 
in rippled round reflectors to produce a 
20 degrees flood beam pattern. An ideal 
work light which can be mounted on a cab 
or machine for distance illumination over 
20m. Very versatile light and popular 
with machinery manufacturers.

• 20° flood reflector beam
• ideal work light
• 4 x 10w LEDs

• 10° spot reflector beam
• ideal long distance light
• 4 x 10w LEDs

The spot light has 4 x 10w LEDs fitted 
in smooth round reflectors to produce 
a 10 degrees spot beam pattern. An 
ideal light when distance illumination is 
required rather than a wide flood beam. 
Also supplied with Blue LEDs for crop 
sprayer boom lighting or forklift truck 
hazard warning.

SPOT - 10°

diffused
COMPACT 4

• 60° diffused reflector beam
• ideal reverse or close work light
• 4 x 10w LEDs

The diffused light has 4 x 10w LEDs fitted 
in rippled round reflectors with a diffused 
lens resulting in a much wider light spread 
of 60 degrees. Perfect for lighting up  
equipment on the back of a tractor or  
additional reverse lights only up to 25m. 
The diffused lens is also easier on the eye 
should an operator look directly into it.

DIFFUSED - 60°FLOOD - 20°
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flush mount
COMPACT

• supplied with rubber gasket
• stainless steel fixings

All the Compact 4 and 6 lights can be  
supplied with a wider front mounting  
bezel that allows for the light to be  
flush mounted into a panel or bumper.  
The discrete fitment will reduce the risk  
of the light being knocked or damaged 
when in use. This option also comes with  
a rubber gasket and 4 fixing bolts.

COMPACT 4
scene dual function

COMPACT 4
scene

• 120° wide scene reflector beam
• close work and area light also with  
 off road fog/brake/indicator light

white amber red

• 120° wide scene reflector beam
• close work and area light
• 4 x 10w LEDs

Sharing all the same characteristics of 
the standard Compact 4 Scene lights, this 
model is fitted with twin circuits allowing 
for the dual function – 2 white LEDs  
allowing for scene illumination and then 
the option of either 2 red LEDs allowing 
for an additional off road brake or fog 
light or 2 amber LEDs for an additional 
off road indicator.

The scene light has 4 x 10w LEDs fitted  
in the centre of a four sided reflector  
to give a 120 degree wide spread of light. 
An ideal work light which can be mounted 
on a cab or machine for close range  
illumination only up to 25m. Produces  
a more even light spread that is contained 
compared to the Diffused that scatters 
the light.

122.5mm 83.4mm

9
1

.5
m
m

1
0

6
m
m

SCENE - 120°SCENE - 120°



SPECIFICATION
FEATURES

•  50,000+ hour lifespan

•  5 years continuous use

•  94% optical reflector efficiency

•  Unbreakable & scratch resistant lens  
 on both sides

•  6063 Aluminium housing

•  Durable UV resistant painting technology

•  9-36 Volt DC input

•  Low power consumption

•  Instant on/off, no warm up

•  Over/under voltage protection

•  Sealed waterproof Deutsch connector

•  Operating temp -40 ~ +145 deg

•  IP68 & IP69K Rating (water & dust proof)

•  CE & Rohs certification

•  MIL810-STDG vibration certified

•  Shock proof

•  Salt & fog certified

•  Waterproof housing

DIMENSIONS

Compact Lighting         

 Compact 4 Compact 4 Compact 4 Compact 4 Compact 4
 Flood Spot Diffused Scene Scene Dual Function  
Part Number - black WDD0039 WDD0040 WDD0296 WDD0038 WDD0037

Number of LEDs 4 4 4 4 4

Wattage / Power 40w 40w 40w 40w 40w

LED Type Cree White Cree White Cree White Cree White Cree White/Red/Amber

Lumens & Amp Draw* 3200LM @ 2.8A 3200LM @ 2.8A 3200LM @ 2.8A 3200LM @ 2.8A 3200LM @ 2.8A

Beam Pattern & Distance Flood @ 585m Spot @ 780m Diffused @ 25M Scene @ 25M Scene @ 25M

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications    

compact 4

compact 6

for all accessories and fixings see pages 36 to 42

81.6mm 81mm

8
2

.1
m
m

7
5

.6
m
m

81.6mm 81mm

8
2

.1
m
m

7
5

.6
m
m

COMPACT 4

14

black

white (marine)
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The driving light has 6 x 5w 
LEDs fitted in smooth oval  
reflectors to produce a  
driving beam pattern.  
Lower lumen output compared 
to the Compact 4 lights  

however the  
driving beam  
gives a nice wide 
and long beam 
perfect to  
supplement  
vehicle lighting 
when fitting the 
larger bars is 
not an option.

Our Compact 8 LED Flood 
Light belongs to our range 
of small LED working lights, 
these small yet very powerful 
lights produce a massive 3000 
Lumens of light. The Compact 

8 features 8 x 5 Watt 
LED’s, 4 LED’s facing 
forward with either 
rippled round  
reflectors to produce 
a 20 degree flood 
beam pattern or smooth 
round reflectors to 
produce a 10 degree 
spot beam pattern.  
An additional 2 LED’s 
on either side of the 
light also give a much 

wider spread of light.  
A stylish light which would 
look at home on any 4x4 or 
utility vehicle.

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Plug & Play wiring  
harness with switch  
and surge protection.

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Plug & Play wiring  
harness with switch  
and surge protection.

COMPACT 6 COMPACT 8

LEDs
A
GRADE

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V 9-36V

5 5
YEAR YEAR

WARRANTY WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

CUSTOM

LEDs

CUSTOM

LEDs

certified 

E
certified 

E

CASING

COLOUR

CASING

COLOUR

• for wide beam driving
• distance driving light
• 6 x 5w LEDs

DIMENSIONS
• height: 92mm
• width: 100mm
• depth: 79mm

• dimensions same as  
 Compact 4 - see page14

Compact 8 Lighting 
 Flood Spot
Part Number - black WDD0058 WDD0059

Number of LEDs 8 8

Wattage / Power 40w 40w

LED Type Cree White Cree White

Lumens 3000LM  3000LM
Compact 6 Lighting 
 Driving
Part Number - black WDD0009

Number of LEDs 6

Wattage / Power 30w

LED Type Cree White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 2800LM @ 2.0A

Beam Pattern & Distance Driving @ 400M

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications   

SPOTFLOOD

AVAILABLE BEAM PATTERNS

driving

DRIVING



30” COMBI 
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Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Plug & Play wiring  
harness with switch  
and surge protection.

Security nut kit  
included to prevent  
unauthorised removal.

sizes available: | 10” | 20” | 30” | 40” | 50” |

20” COMBI 

DUPLEX 3
DOUBLE ROW 
LED LIGHT BARS

Our Duplex 3 double row light bars share the same high standard in build 
qualities as the Duplex 5 and the Duplex Hybrid range of lights. Despite being 
fitted with smaller 3 Watt Cree LED chips, the light output is only around 20% 
lower compared to the standard Duplex 5 models. An impressive entry level 
light with very high credentials all backed with the Wilderness Lighting  
3 year guarantee. Fully ECE Approved to  
ECE R10 Standard.

50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  3 year warranty

LEDs
A
GRADE

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

Duplex 3 Lighting  

 10” Combi  20” Combi  30” Combi 40” Combi 50” Combi
Part Number - black WDD0331 WDD0332 WDD0333 WDD0334 WDD0335

Number of LEDs 20 40 60 80 100

Wattage / Power 60w 120w 180w 240w 300w

LED Type Cree White Cree White Cree White Cree White Cree White

Lumens* 4480LM 8960LM 13440LM 17920LM 22400LM

Beam Pattern Combi  Combi  Combi  Combi  Combi  

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications
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Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Plug & Play wiring  
harness with switch  
and surge protection.

Security nut kit  
included to prevent  
unauthorised removal.

sizes available: | 6” | 10” | 20” | 30” | 40” | 50” |

10” COMBI 

DUPLEX 5
DOUBLE ROW 
LED LIGHT BARS

WHITE 

AMBER 

with white and  
amber LEDs

Our range of Duplex 5 double row lights are the ultimate in LED lighting with sizes 
from 6” to 50”. All these lights benefit from 5w OSLON LED’s each fitted with a 
combination beam pattern. These lights will really transform night to day giving you 
the ultimate in illumination. The 10” and 20” lights are also available fully E-marked 
for use on your vehicle’s main beam while travelling on the public highways. All of 
the Duplex 5 range of lights can also benefit from having a twin circuit fitted with 
two rows of different coloured LED’s. Ideal if you need both a white light and amber 
light more suited for fog, snow or dusty conditions or just as a flashing  
amber warning light. Fully ECE Approved  
to ECE R10 Standard.

50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  3 year warranty

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

certified 

E
Duplex 5 Lighting  

 6” Combi 10” E-Mark 20” E-Mark 30” Combi 40” Combi 50” Combi
Part Number - black WDD0065 WDD0066 WDD0067 WDD0068 WDD0069 WDD0070

Number of LEDs 12 20 40 60 80 100

Wattage / Power 60w 100w 200w 300w 400w 500w

LED Type Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 3360LM @ 2.6A 5600LM @ 4.1A 11200LM @ 8.4A 16800LM @ 12.7A 22400LM @ 16.9A 28000LM @ 21.0A

Beam Pattern Combi  Combi  Combi  Combi  Combi  Combi  

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications 

CASING

COLOUR



DOUBLE ROW 
LED LIGHT BARS

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Plug & Play wiring  
harness with switch  
and surge protection.

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

WHITE 

AMBER 

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

3w 3w 3w10w 10w

Hybrid Lighting 

 10” Duplex Hybrid 20” Duplex Hybrid 30” Duplex Hybrid 40” Duplex Hybrid 50” Duplex Hybrid
Part Number - black WDD0530 WDD0531 WDD0532 WDD0533 WDD0534

Number of LEDs 20 40 60 80 100

Wattage / Power 88w 176w 236w 296w 356w

LED Type 3w Oslon White 3w Oslon White 3w Oslon White 3w Oslon White 3w Oslon White
 10w Cree White 10w Cree White 10w Cree White 10w Cree White 10w Cree White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 8200LM @ 5.7A 16400LM @ 10.7A 22400LM @ 16.4A 28400LM @ 19.9A 34400LM @ 23.1A

Beam Pattern  Combi Combi  Combi  Combi  Combi  

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications

With the ever increasing quest for brighter 
LED vehicle lighting, manufacturers are  
faced with limitations of being able to fit  
higher powered & brighter LEDs due to  
heat output, usually the manufacturers fit 
more powerful LED chips in their lights but 
reduce the number of them to compensate  
for the increased heat, there will be an  
increase in light output due to the higher  
powered chips, however, this can sometimes  
be minimal due to the reduced number of  
LEDs fitted within the light.
 
Wilderness Lighting are pleased to announce 
the Hybrid version of our DUPLEX range. 
These lights share all of the high quality 
build attributes from our DUPLEX lights  
but are fitted with both 10w CREE and 3w  
OSLON LED chips. The results are just  
mind blowing with increased lumen output  
on a 50” Duplex from the respectable  
28,000 Lumens to an incredible 34,400 
Lumens!... Despite being fitted with spot  
beam reflectors within the light, the use  
of both the 10w and 3w LED chips produce  
a combination beam pattern by utilising  
each of the chips attributes.  

DUPLEX HYBRIDS

18

sizes available: | 10” | 20” | 30” | 40” | 50” |
CASING

COLOUR

certified 

E



DIMENSIONS

Size 6” 10” 20” 30” 40” 50”

A 83mm 83mm 83mm 83mm 83mm 83mm

B 88mm 88mm 88mm 88mm 88mm 88mm

C 250mm 352mm 606mm 860mm 1114mm 1368mm

D 189mm 290mm 544mm 798mm 1052mm 1306mm

E 190mm 291mm 545mm 799mm 1053mm 1307mm

F 66mm 66mm 66mm 66mm 66mm 66mm

FEATURES

• 50,000+ hour lifespan

• 5 years continuous use

• 94% optical reflector efficiency

• Unbreakable & scratch resistant lens on both sides

• 6063 Aluminium housing

• Durable UV resistant painting technology

• 9-36 Volt DC input

• Low power consumption

• Instant on/off, no warm up

• Over/under voltage protection

• Sealed waterproof Deutsch connector

• Operating temp -40 ~ +145 deg

• IP68 & IP69K Rating (water & dust proof)

• CE & Rohs certification

• MIL810-STDG vibration certified

• Shock proof

• Salt & fog certified

• Waterproof housing

for all accessories and fixings see pages 36 to 42

B
C
D

A

F

E

SPECIFICATIONDUPLEX black white (marine)
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COMBINATION

BEAM PATTERN FOR  
DUPLEX 3 & 5 LIGHT VERSIONS

Outside LEDs 
are flood beam  

reflectors

Centre LEDs  
are spot beam  

reflectors
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Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Plug & Play wiring  
harness with switch  
and surge protection.

AREA & SCENE 
LIGHTING

LEDs
A
GRADE

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

Our range of scene lights are the newest to the Wilderness collection. Based on our 
Duplex and Compact range, these lights are fitted with four sided reflectors with the 
LEDs mounted closely together in the centre. The wide aspect of the reflector creates 
an incredible 120 degree spread of even light compared to the diffused light. As the 
reflector is straight edged, the light emitted can be concentrated in a specific area by 
the operator. Sizes start in the Compact 2 light perfect for lighting up equipment on 
the back of a tractor or reverse light all the way to a 50” light for much larger areas 
on very large machines. Fully ECE Approved to ECE R10 Standard.

SCENE

CASING

COLOUR

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

certified 

E
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styles and sizes available:

Compact 4 Scene 

10” Scene

20” Scene

30” Scene

40” Scene

50” Scene

Compact 2

custom colours available on all lights

Compact 2+

Compact 2 flush mount



AREA & SCENE 
LIGHTING

SCENE

KEY FEATURES:

•	3	x	3	watt	CREE	white	LED	chips	-	9	watts

•	Massive	600	Lumens	of	light	produced	 
 at 0.75 Amps

•	Diffused	reflective	beam	pattern	-	65°

•	Natural	white	light

Scene Downlighter
The Wilderness Lighting Down Lighter 
Scene light produces a 65 degree  
spread of light to give you extra  
illumination when needed. The tough  
alloy housing can be mounted to  
virtually any surface to allow the  
light to be projected towards the  
target area. The 3 x 3w LEDs housed  
in this light pack a real punch when  
it comes to lumen output producing  
600 lumens while consuming less  
than 0.75amp.

22



DIMENSIONS

Size 10” 20” 30” 40” 50”

A 83mm 83mm 83mm 83mm 83mm

B 88mm 88mm 88mm 88mm 88mm

C 352mm 606mm 860mm 1114mm 1368mm

D 290mm 544mm 798mm 1052mm 1306mm

E 291mm 545mm 799mm 1053mm 1307mm

F 66mm 66mm 66mm 66mm 66mm

FEATURES

• 50,000+ hour lifespan

• 5 years continuous use

• 94% optical reflector efficiency

• Unbreakable & scratch resistant lens on both sides

• 6063 Aluminium housing

• Durable UV resistant painting technology

• 9-36 Volt DC input

• Low power consumption

• Instant on/off, no warm up

• Over/under voltage protection

• Sealed waterproof Deutsch connector

• Operating temp -40 ~ +145 deg

• IP68 & IP69K Rating (water & dust proof)

• CE & Rohs certification

• MIL810-STDG vibration certified

• Shock proof

• Salt & fog certified

• Waterproof housing

for all accessories and fixings see pages 36 to 42

B
C
D

A

F

E

SPECIFICATION
black white (marine)

BEAM PATTERN FOR ALL  
SCENE LIGHT VERSIONS
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SCENE - 120°

Duplex Scene Lighting  

 Compact 4 10”  20”  30”  40”  50” 
Part Number - black WDD0038 WDD0630 WDD0631 WDD0632 WDD0633 WDD0634

Number of LEDs 4 20 40 60 80 100

Wattage / Power 40w 100w 200w 300w 400w 500w

LED Type Cree White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 3200LM @ 2.8A 5600LM @ 4.1A 11200LM @ 8.4A 16800LM @ 12.7A 22400LM @ 16.9A 28000LM @ 21.0A

Beam Pattern Scene  Scene  Scene  Scene  Scene  Scene  

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications 

SCENE

• For Compact 2 dimensions see page 9 
• For Compact 2+ dimensions see page 10 
• For Compact 4 dimensions see page 14
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CURVE 3

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Plug & Play wiring  
harness with switch  
and surge protection.

Security nut kit  
included to prevent  
unauthorised removal.

DOUBLE ROW 
LED LIGHT BARS

LEDs
A
GRADE

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

sizes available: | 20” | 30” | 40” | 50” |

50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  3 year warranty

Curve 3 Lighting  

 20” Combi 30” Combi 40” Combi 50” Combi
Part Number - black WDD0451 WDDO452 WDDO453 WDDO454

Number of LEDs 40 60 80 100

Wattage / Power 120w 180w 240w 300w

LED Type Cree White Cree White Cree White Cree White

Lumens* 8960LM  13440LM  17920LM  22400LM 

Beam Pattern Combi  Combi  Combi  Combi  

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications  

20” COMBI 

Our range of Curve double row light bars are based on our very popular 
Duplex lights and have been designed with a gentle arc to the aluminium 
housing to increase the light spread. The lights share the same high  
standards in the build qualities as the Curve 5 range of lights  
and despite being fitted with smaller 3 watt Cree LED chips,  
the light output is only around 20% lower compared to  
the standard Curve 5 models. An impressive entry  
level light with very high credentials all  
backed with the Wilderness Lighting 3 year  
guarantee. Fully ECE Approved to  
ECE R10 Standard.

certified 

E
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CURVE 5

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Plug & Play wiring  
harness with switch  
and surge protection.

Security nut kit  
included to prevent  
unauthorised removal.

DOUBLE ROW 
LED LIGHT BARS

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

WHITE 

AMBER 

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

Our range of Curve 5 double row lights are based on our very popular Duplex 
lights and have been designed with a gentle arc to the aluminium housing to increase 
the light spread. They share all the qualities and features of the Duplex range of 
lights and come in sizes from 10” to 50”. These lights will really transform night  
to day giving you the ultimate inillumination with the added style of the curve.  
Our curve range can also benefit from having a twin circuit, the only 
manufacturer to offer this 1 row of white LEDS and 1 row of Amber  
LEDs both switched independently for varying conditions  
or hazard warning. Fully ECE Approved to  
ECE R10 Standard.

sizes available:  
| 10” | 20” | 30” | 40” | 50” |

with white 
and  

amber LEDs

50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  3 year warranty

CUSTOM

LEDs

50” COMBI 

Curve 5 Lighting  

 10” Combi 20” Combi 30” Combi 40” Combi 50” Combi
Part Number - black WDDO430 WDDO431 WDDO432 WDDO433 WDDO434

Number of LEDs 20 40 60 80 100

Wattage / Power 200w 200w 300w 400w 500w

LED Type Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 5600LM @ 4.1A 11200LM @ 8.4A 16800LM @ 12.7A 22400LM @ 16.9A 28000LM @ 21.0A

Beam Pattern Combi Combi  Combi  Combi  Combi  

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications

CASING

COLOUR

certified 

E



DIMENSIONS

Size 10” 20” 30” 40” 50”

A 83mm 83mm 83mm 83mm 83mm

B 102mm 102mm 102mm 102mm 102mm

C 304mm 613mm 811mm 1065mm 1320mm

D 295mm 549mm 803mm 1057mm 1311mm

E 293mm 547mm 800mm 1054mm 1309mm

F 66mm 66mm 66mm 66mm 66mm

FEATURES

• 50,000+ hour lifespan

• 5 years continuous use

• 94% optical reflector efficiency

• Unbreakable & scratch resistant lens on both sides

• 6063 Aluminium housing

• Durable UV resistant painting technology

• 9-36 Volt DC input

• Low power consumption

• Instant on/off, no warm up

• Over/under voltage protection

• Sealed waterproof Deutsch connector

• Operating temp -40 ~ +145 deg

• IP68 & IP69K Rating (water & dust proof)

• CE & Rohs certification

• MIL810-STDG vibration certified

• Shock proof

• Salt & fog certified

• Waterproof housing

for all accessories and fixings see pages 36 to 42

SPECIFICATION black white (marine)

B

F

D

A

E

C

CURVE

26

COMBINATION

BEAM PATTERN FOR ALL  
CURVE LIGHT VERSIONS

Outside LEDs 
are flood beam  

reflectors

Centre LEDs  
are spot beam  

reflectors



4 ROW 
LED LIGHTS

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Deutsch Connectors 
included.
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LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

CUSTOM

LEDs

Quad Lighting 
 Quad Combi
Part Number - black WDQ0001

Number of LEDs 20

Wattage / Power 60w

LED Type Oslon White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 4800LM @ 4.6A

Beam Pattern Combi * Based on LED manufacturer specifications  

AVAILABLE BEAM PATTERN

COMBI

QUAD
Our Quad light packs a real  
punch in terms of lighting,  
the 7.5” light has an impressive  
4 rows of OSLON LEDS and  
features a Combination reflective 
beam pattern. This substantial  
light has a tough alloy housing  
and comes with a heavy duty  
mounting bracket complete  
with security nuts to prevent  
unauthorised removal. Ideal to  
locate on your front bumper or  
roll cage. This imposing light  
not only looks the part, it also  
delivers. Fully ECE Approved to  
ECE R10 Standard.

CASING

COLOUR

certified 

E
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50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  3 year warranty

daytime running lights
built-in as standard 
on 8” Orb

Our ORB lights consist of the  
7” Mini ORB and its much larger 
brother the 8” ORB. The 7” Mini  
ORB has an array of 21 OSLON 
LEDS while the 8” ORB has an  
impressive 32 LEDS, the 8” ORB also 
benefits from having built in Daytime 
running lights on either side for 
added style & safety. Both lights 
come with a ‘Combination’ reflective 
beam pattern while the 8” ORB can 
also be supplied with either a ‘flood’ 
or ‘spot’ reflective beam pattern.  
The lights also benefit from heavy 
duty mounting brackets complete 
with security nuts to prevent any  
unauthorised removal. Fully ECE  
Approved to ECE R10 Standard.

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Deutsch Connectors 
included.

SPOTFLOOD COMBI

AVAILABLE BEAM PATTERNS

ROUND 
LED LIGHTS

ORB

ORB MINI

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

CUSTOM

LEDs

CASING

COLOUR

certified 

E
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for all accessories and fixings see pages 36 to 42

FEATURES

•  50,000+ hour lifespan

•  5 years continuous use

•  94% optical reflector efficiency

•  Unbreakable & scratch resistant lens  
 on both sides

•  6063 Aluminium housing

•  Durable UV resistant painting technology

•  9-36 Volt DC input

•  Low power consumption

•  Instant on/off, no warm up

•  Over/under voltage protection

•  Sealed waterproof Deutsch connector

•  Operating temp -40 ~ +145 deg

•  IP68 Rating (water & dust proof)

•  CE & Rohs certification

•  MIL810-STDG vibration certified

•  Shock proof

•  Salt & fog certified

•  Waterproof housing

Orb Lighting Orb Orb Orb Orb
 Flood Spot Combination Mini  
Part Number - black WDR0001 WDR0002 WDR0003 WDR0004

Number of LEDs 32 32 32 21

Wattage / Power 96w 96w 96w 63w

LED Type Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 8800LM @ 7.4A 8800LM @ 7.4A 8800LM @ 7.4A 5040LM @ 5.0A

Beam Pattern & Distance Flood @ 1000M Spot @ 1500M Combi @ 1300M Combi

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications    

SPECIFICATIONORB DIMENSIONS

A

215mmOrb

180mmMini Orb

B

232mm

200mm

C

84mm

78mm

D

112mm

88mm

black

white (marine)
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Our range of Solo single row lights come in an array of sizes from 6” to 50”, meaning 
their lean sleek profile would look at home on the roof of any 4x4 or machine, especially 
when space might be an issue for fitting. All the lights come fitted with a ‘Combination’  
reflective beam pattern, however the 6” and 10” lights also have the option of a ‘Driving’  
reflective beam pattern for added driving illumination. The 10” and 20” lights  
are now also available fully E-marked for road use and come  
fitted with ‘spot’ reflective beam patterns for on road  
lighting. Fully ECE Approved to  
ECE R10 Standard.

Mounting brackets and  
hardware included.

Plug & Play wiring harness with 
switch and surge protection.

Security nut kit included to 
prevent unauthorised removal.

sizes available: | 6” | 10” | 20” | 30” | 40” | 50” |

20”COMBI

DRIVINGCOMBI

AVAILABLE BEAM PATTERNS

6” DRIVING

10” COMBI 

(marine)
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SINGLE ROW 
LED LIGHT BARS

SOLO

50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  3 year warranty

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

CUSTOM

LEDs

certified 

E

CASING

COLOUR

SPOT
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Solo Lighting         
 6” Combi 6” Driving 10” Combi 10” Driving 10” E-Mark 20” Combi 20” E-Mark 30” Combi 40” Combi 50” Combi
Part Number - black WDS0045 WDS0017 WDS0046 WDS0018 WDS0046E WDS0047 WDS0047E WDS0048 WDS0049 WDS0050

Number of LEDs 6 9 10 15 10 20 20 30 40 50

Wattage / Power 30w 45w 50w 75w 30w 100w 60w 150w 200w 250w

LED Type Oslon White Cree White Oslon White Cree White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White Oslon White

Lumens & Amp Draw 3245LM @ 2.4A 3894LM @ 3.0A 5390LM @ 3.3A 6380LM @ 5.0A 2880LM @ 2.9A 10780LM @ 6.7A 5760LM @ 5.7A 16280LM @ 10.3A 21560LM @ 14.6A 27060LM @ 17.3A

Beam Pattern & Distance Combi @ 670M Driving @ 440M Combi @ 910M Driving @ 530M Spot Combi @ 1210M Spot Combi @ 1570M Combi @ 1930M Combi @ 2180M

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications   

FEATURES

•  50,000+ hour lifespan

•  5 years continuous use

•  94% optical reflector efficiency

•  Unbreakable & scratch resistant lens  
 on both sides

•  6063 Aluminium housing

•  Durable UV resistant painting technology

•  9-36 Volt DC input

•  Low power consumption

•  Instant on/off, no warm up

•  Over/under voltage protection

•  Sealed waterproof Deutsch connector

•  Operating temp -40 ~ +145 deg

•  IP68 & IP69K Rating (water & dust proof)

•  CE & Rohs certification

•  MIL810-STDG vibration certified

•  Shock proof

•  Salt & fog certified

•  Waterproof housing

for all accessories and fixings see pages 36 to 42

Size 6” 10” 20” 30” 40” 50”

A 200mm 302mm 556mm 810mm 1064mm 1318mm

B 45mm 45mm 45mm 45mm 45mm 45mm

C 201mm 303mm 557mm 811mm 1065mm 1319mm

D 222mm 324mm 578mm 832mm 1086mm 1340mm

E 235mm 337mm 591mm 845mm 1099mm 1353mm

F 40mm 40mm 40mm 40mm 40mm 40mm

G 82mm 82mm 82mm 82mm 82mm 82mm

SPECIFICATIONSOLO

black white (marine)

C

D

F

A G

E

B

DIMENSIONS
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OVAL LED LIGHT

OVAL
Our range of 5” Oval lights come with a 
choice of diffused or spot beam patterns. 
Their sleek rounded profile make them ideal 
for the curved or rounded cabs found on 
many modern machines and vehicles. These 
lights are fitted with 12 x 3w LED chips 
which give an impressive 3060LM of light. 
Now being used by a number of Agricultural 
manufacturers in the UK. Fully ECE  
approved to ECE R10 standard.

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

HYBRID 

REFLECTORS 

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP67

PLUG&PLAY

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

certified 

E

Oval Lighting 
 Spot Diffused
Part Number - black WDD0056 WDD0057

Number of LEDs 12 12

Wattage / Power 36w 36w

LED Type Cree White Cree White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 3060LM @ 3.0A 3060LM @ 3.0A

Beam Pattern & Distance Spot Diffused 60°

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications 

Mounting brackets  
and hardware included.

Deutsch Connectors 
included.

SPOT

AVAILABLE BEAM PATTERNS

DIFFUSED

175mm 77mm

1
5
7
m
m

SPOT

DIFFUSED
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UTILITY 
LED LIGHTS

MULTI

50,000+ hour lifespan  •  fully waterproof  •  3 year warranty

Mounting  
bolts included.

Large wiring cable 
connected.

74mm 19.3mm

41
m
m

LEDs
A
GRADE

CUSTOM 
COLOURS

9-36V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP69K

UNBREAKABLE 
LENSES

CUSTOM

LEDs

Multi Lighting 
 
Part Number - White LEDs WDR0008

Part Number - Amber LEDs WDR0009

Part Number - Green LEDs WDR0010

Part Number - Blue LEDs WDR0011

Part Number - Red LEDs WDR0012

Number of LEDs 3

Wattage / Power 9w

LED Type Cree White

Lumens & Amp Draw* 495LM @ 0.35A

Voltage Range 9 - 24V

Beam Pattern & Distance 120° Spread

* Based on LED manufacturer specifications 
AVAILABLE COLOURS

Our MULTI light is a small yet powerful unit 
which produces a wide 120 degree light pattern. 
The tough alloy housing and rubber mounting 
base is only slightly larger than a match box  
so this means the light can be fitted almost  
anywhere on a vehicle. The light contains  

3 x 3w CREE LEDs and comes in a 
choice of 5 LED colours including 
white, amber, blue, green & red. 
Illuminate the underside of  
your vehicle with white LEDs  
or install ambers LEDs on a 
flasher unit for a discreet  
hazard warning, the options  
are endless.

CASING

COLOUR

certified 

E

See page 40 for 6 and 8  
light colour changing kits
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Mounting hardware  
included.

LIGHTING 
RANGE

HAZARD

LEDs
A
GRADE

12-24V

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

WATERPROOF
IP67

certified 

E

HAZARD 3 HAZARD 6

The Wilderness HAZARD 6 is an ultra slim  
surface mounted amber LED warning light 
which has a housing of 7mm wide. This makes 
them ideal when space is a premium or a covert 
look is preferred. These lights come with  
18 different flash patterns which can be 
changed by the user. The HAZARD 6 is fitted 
with 6 x 3w LED’s which produce an intense 
light that means even if you’re in the most  
obscure place, you will be seen.

 • 6 LED surface mount light head
 • ECE R65 Single flash, ECE R10
 • SAE J595 CLASS1 Double Flash
 • ECE R10
 • 3 year warranty
 • IP 67
 • 3W each LED
 • Five cables,18 flash patterns
 • With memory function
 • DC 12V~24V
 • Size: L130xW30xH7mm

The Wilderness HAZARD 3 is an ultra slim  
surface mounted amber LED warning light 
which has a housing of 9mm wide. This makes 
them ideal when space is a premium or a covert 
look is preferred. These lights come with  
18 different flash patterns which can be 
changed by the user. The HAZARD 3 is fitted 
with 3 x 3w LED’s which produce an intense 
light that means even if you’re in the most  
obscure place, you will be seen.

 • 3 LED surface mount light head
 • ECE R65 Single flash, ECE R10
 • SAE J595 CLASS1 Double Flash
        • ECE R10
 • 3 year warranty
 • IP 67
 • 3W each LED
 • Five cables,18 flash patterns
 • Memory function
 • DC 12V~24V
 • Size: L82xW30xH9mm
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The Hazard 360 is a high intensity mini Light Bar fitted with 
80 LED’s to give an unmissable flash. It comes with both roof 
top magnetic mounts and bolt fixings while powered via a  
12v cigarette/auxiliary power source. A choice of 18 flash 
patterns can be chosen by the operator.  

	 •	80	high	intensity	LEDs	-	50	watts
	 •	ECE	R10
	 •	ECE	R65	Single	flash
	 •	SAE	J845	CLASS1	Double	Flash
	 •	DC	12-24V
	 •	IP56	water	and	dust	ingress	rating
	 •	Auxiliary/cigarette	power	feed
	 •	Magnetic	&	bolt	fixing	-	Magnetic	mounts	for	speeds	 
  up to 70mph (112km/h)

	 •	-30°C	to	+	50°C	temperature	range	 

HAZARD 360
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BESPOKE MOUNTS  
AND MESH GRILLES

We now offer a range of bespoke vehicle 
mounts and mesh grilles that allow fitment 
of your lights without compromising the 
looks. New models are constantly being 
added so take a look on our website.

VEHICLE MOUNTS
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LIGHT MOUNTS FOR  
20” SOLO OR 20” DUPLEX LIGHTS

Our Wilderness Lighting LED light bar beam mounts 
now allow you to fit one of our high quality LED  
light bars onto your cherished vehicle without  
compromising the look of the car. Many customers  
are put off from fitting a light bar to their car  
as they do not want to compromise the look with  
a messy or unprofessional installation. The flimsy 
construction of many bumpers on modern cars  
today also do not allow for fitment of heavy or  
obscure shaped items such as our bars. 

Our Wilderness Lighting LED light bar beam mount  
is the perfect solution. Constructed from aluminium 
and coated in a textured powder coat, this mount 
allows for the secure fitment of our 20” DUPLEX 
double row or 20” SOLO single row LED light bars 
to the front bumper while also giving an unobscured 
mounting for your number plate.  

Currently we have over 30 model specific beam  
mounts which come complete with mounting brackets 
designed for the vehicle. This list is constantly  
growing with new models being added weekly.

As well as model specific mounting kits, we can  
supply a universal mounting kit which can be fitted  
to most other vehicles with some modification.

This universal kit has the bracket mounted to the 
car’s crash beam, either by the beam being drilled  
and threaded or by drilling a hole through the  
beam and being secured at the rear with a nut.  
The mounting kit includes M8 x 200mm fully  
threaded bolts and aluminium spacers that can be 
adapted for the correct mounting.

• 30+ model specific mounts available
• Universal mounts also available

BUMPER BEAMS
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BLUE BOOM SPRAYER KITS

Our very popular Compact 4 LED lights have now 
been fitted with blue LEDS. This now allows you 
to spray at night with the confidence that if a 
nozzle is not performing correctly you will be 
able to identify it quickly. The two high powered 
Compact 4 lights are mounted onto the sprayer 
boom to illuminate along the length to effectively 
highlight each nozzle and its spray pattern.  
The contrast in colour of the blue light and the 
water/chemical from the nozzles makes it much 
easier to spot a problem compared to using  
conventional white lights. 

Kits contain 2 x Compact 4 Blue LED Boom Lights, 
1 x 3 metre twin outlet power cable with  
waterproof Deutsch connectors and 2 x 12 metre 
waterproof extension leads with Deutsch  
connectors - ideal for larger self-propelled  
machines.
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SPECIAL LIGHTING KITS & ACCESSORIES
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12m Extension Lead
Waterproof 12m extension  
lead complete with deutsch  
connectors on either end for 
ease of fitment for your lights.

Infrared Lights
We can now fit Infrared LED 
chips to some of our lights  
models to provide a  
high-powered, stealthy Infrared 
light source. The Lights  
produce a beam of energy at  
940 nanometres, which is  
considered invisible energy 
therefore enhancing night vision 
ability for public safety, military 
personal and security services 
using this infrared technology. 
Make sure you can see them  
before they can see you.  
Available in our COMPACT 4,  
DUPLEX 10” and SOLO 10”  
models.

Power Lead  
with Twin Outlet
Ready-made wiring loom for  
running 2 small lights together 
from one power source. The loom 
is approximately 3 metres long 
and includes battery eyelet  
terminals, fuse, relay, switch  
and twin Deutsch connectors 
which plug directly into all of 
our lights. This loom is only  
suitable for the Wilderness  
COMPACT range - for larger 
lights please see loom for  
DUPLEX and SOLO models.

Multi Light Kit 
You can now control your MULTI lights via  
this clever little wireless module which  
connects directly to your mobile phone.  
Simply wire up to 6 MULTI lights to the  
controller and down load the app - both  
IOS and Android operating systems.

This kit has either 6 or 8 of the combined  
RGB MULTI lights which contain 3 LED  
chips (1 x Red,1 x green,1 x blue) which  
allow you to change the colour of the  
light emitted together with a host of  
other features. The standard one colour  
MULTI lights can also be connected to  
this module without the colour changing  
options. Once connected you can control  
the lights giving you these added features.

• Control light by voice

• Control light by music

• Control single colour light

• Set gradual colour change  
 (RGB LEDs option only)

• Set your own colour  
 (RGB LEDs option only)

• Set your own colour by camera  
 (RGB LEDs option only)

• Set time/alarm for the lights  
 to come on/off

We now offer a selection 
of specialist lighting  
kits as well as a number 
of accessories to allow 
you to get the full  
benefit from your lights. 
These include a variety  
of fixing brackets, 
mounts, protective light  
covers, security nuts to 
prevent unauthorised  
removal and extension  
wiring looms for when 
more than one light is  
being fitted.
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Cradle Mounts
Our cradle mounts are an  
alternative option to mounting 
your light to existing flat  
surfaces or where traditional 
mounts wont work. Simply fix  
the cradle to the flat surface 
and then mount the light on  
to it to ensure a secure fit.  
Manufactured with a UV  
resistant paint for added  
longevity and complete with 
stainless steel fixings.  
We have cradles for both  
single and double row lights 
from 4” to 50”.

WDB0012 – 4” Double Row  
WDB0013 – 6” Double Row  
WDB0014 – 10” Double Row 
WDB0015 – 20” Double Row 
WDB0016 – 30” Double Row 
WDB0017 – 40” Double Row 
WDB0018 – 50” Double Row 
WDB0019 – 6” Single Row 
WDB0020 – 10” Single Row  
WDB0021 – 20” Single Row  
WDB0022 - 30” Single Row 
WDB0023 – 40” Single Row  
WDB0024 – 50” Single Row

Compact Light Covers
Give you Compact 4 or  
Compact 6 lights added  
protection when not in use or 
change the light colour with 
these durable ‘clip on’ light  
covers. Available in a choice  
of transparent and solid  
colours.

Slotted  
Mounting Brackets
If you are thinking of fitting 
your DUPLEX or SOLO lights  
to a bull bar or roof rack  
these slotted mounting  
brackets are ideal. Measuring 
9cm in length, these brackets 
can be welded into position  
giving a secure and permanent 
fixing for your lights.

www.wildernesslighting.co.uk | 01525 852419
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SPECIAL LIGHTING KITS & ACCESSORIES

Protective Light Covers
Give your wilderness lighting 
lights the maximum protection 
when not in use with these  
tough protective light covers. 
Manufactured from durable 
plastic, these covers simply clip 
over the lights when not in use 
and can be removed in seconds. 
Available for all our light 
range in a variety of colours.

Spare Fitting Kits
Large selection of mixed bolts 
and fixing accessories to assist 
in the fitting of your lights.  
Kit includes water proof rings, 
2 x M5 bolts with IP68 breather, 
2 x nylon washers, 2 x anti slip 
nuts and a variety of different 
size nuts and bolts.

Adaptor Wiring Looms
Make installation easier when 
adding more than one light  
to your vehicle with these  
extension looms.  
1 female connector to 2 male 
connectors allows for 2 lights 
to be connected from one 
switch or 1 female connector 
to 4 male connectors allow  
4 lights from one switch.

Flasher Units
This 12 volt flasher will 
flash up to 10 inches of our 
lights in the patterns below. 
It features a waterproof 
housing and can flash one 
complete 10 inch and  
smaller section or two  
separate sections that  
dont exceed10 inches.

Wiring instructions are  
included.

7 Patterns:
•Double alternating
•Quad alternating
•Quint alternating
•Mega alternating
•Double simultaneous
•Quad simultaneous
•Random

Security Nut Kit
Ensure your lights are safe 
and secure and do not go 
missing with this security  
nut kit. Comes complete with 
2 security nuts and a hex  
nut bit to ensure only  
authorised removal.

Clamp Kits
Increase your options of where 
to mount your LED lights with 
this 3 piece clamp system. 
These clamps allow you to 
mount your light at any angle. 
Available in 11 different sizes 
to accommodate most roll 
cages, hand rails or handle 
bar diameters. These durable 
aluminum mounting brackets 
are coated with a UV-resistant 
paint for added longevity.  
Fits tubes from 0.875 inch to 
3.25 inches in diameter.  
Kits come with 2 clamps.

WDB0001 – 0.875” Clamp kit
WDB0002 – 1.0” Clamp kit
WDB0003 – 1.25” Clamp kit
WDB0004 – 1.5” Clamp kit
WDB0005 – 1.75” Clamp kit
WDB0006 – 2.0” Clamp kit
WDB0007 – 2.25” Clamp kit
WDB0008 – 2.5” Clamp kit
WDB0009 – 2.75” Clamp kit
WDB0010 – 3.0” Clamp kit 
WDB0011 – 3.25” Clamp kit






